
Bespoke, Decorative, Statement Lamps
hand-made in London



Makers of fine quality lighting and specialists in antique lighting restoration and lamp conversions.

We create all our products by hand in our factory in Croydon, South London. The factory consists of four 
primary workshops - a brass machining workshop, a woodwork shop, metal finishing workshop and an 

electrical wiring workshop.

The Lamp Factory range of lighting offers traditional designs as well as new and exciting ideas, consisting 
of table lamps, wall lights, ceiling lamps, and floor lamps. Within these ranges a selection of stunning 

metal designs can be found, all lovingly produced by skilled British craftsmen.
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With four dedicated workshops and ten highly skilled craftsmen 
we produce lamps of the highest quality. Central to the success of 
the business is our problem solving skills. We are regularly asked 
for custom designs incorporating a range of materials, from the 
simplest of briefs, often from a basic sketch.
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“As we come into our eighth year I’m extremely pleased on how the business is progressing and the high quality 
of the work my team is producing. Everyday throws up a new challenge due to the requests we get for bespoke 
designs and solutions, but I can honestly say I love it, coming up with a solution the customer is pleased with 

gives me great satisfaction.”

Russell Sidney, Managing Director
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The Lamp Factory, London undertakes restoration and conversion work, and are used to the high demands 
in quality of work this entails. The team have converted a range of wonderful items into fully working 

lamps, from buffalo horns to vintage oil cans, and commemorative champagne bottles.  The Lamp Factory’s 
restoration work often involves working with beautiful materials like marble and glass where care and 

attention to detail are the utmost concern.

Bespoke Designs, Restoration and Conversions
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Our hand-crafted range of table lamps consists of exclusive designs using the highest quality materials. We 
produce various wooden and metallic lamps, many crafted from brass or copper with special finishes. As 

with all Lamp Factory products, bespoke designs and finishes can be specified. 

Table Lamps

Lamp Pictured Above: The Conrad Table Lamp



10 The Grange Table Lamp



11The Brooke Reflector Lamp



12 Florence Table Lamp



13The Jasper Bar Lamp



14 The Conrad Table Lamp (Red)



15The Conrad Table Lamp



16 The Herringham Table Lamp



17The Belmore Table Lamp
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We have carefully selected a range of floor lamps that epitomise our workmanship and varied skills. Our handcrafted 
range of floor lamps consists of exclusive designs in a varied selection of materials, whether brass, copper, steel, wood 

or a combination of materials. Each lamp has been lovingly produced by our craftsmen. 

Floor Lamps

Lamp Pictured Above: The Napier Floor Lamp



20 The Shelton Floor Lamp



21The Coalcroft Reading Lamp



22 Cadogen Floor Lamp



23Novac Reading Floor Lamp



24 Divine Floor Lamp



25The Admiral Up Lighter
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Our collection of wall lamps and reading lamps has evolved over the years following requests for bespoke solutions. 
Today we provide the highest quality wall lamps in a varied range of styles and finishes, whether brass or copper, 
single or double lamps we have a skilled team on hand to help create the perfect lamp for you. If you don’t see the 

lamp that suits your needs within this brochure please feel free to call us with your requirements, bespoke lamps are 
our specialism!

Wall Lamps

Lamps Pictured Above (from top to bottom): The Bancroft Picture Light | Florence Double | Fenwick Reading Wall Light



28 Florence Single



Florence Double 29





Fenwick Reading Wall Light 31



32 Top: Connaught Double Bathroom Light  |  Bottom Left: Connaught Single Bathroom Light



Finsbury Double Swing Arm Wall Light 33



34 The Bancroft Picture Light



The Avaline Picture Light 35





The Regina Spot Bar 37



38 The Grosvenor Double Arm Wall Light



Devonshire Single Swing Arm 39



40 Shelton



Cambridge Book Case Light 41



42 Mariner Wall Light



The Traditional Picture Light 43



The Lamp Factory

Telephone | 0208 683 0721

Email | info@thelampfactorylondon.co.uk

Web | www.thelampfactorylondon.co.uk

Avenue House Workshops

8-28 Milton Avenue

Croydon

Surrey

CR0 2BP

twitter.com/london_lamps pinterest.com/thelampfactory instagram.com/thelampfactory


